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I

n this week’s Student
Government
Association
(SGA) meeting this week, the
organization conducted a reading,
discussion and vote on requesting
to alter the structure of Conduct
and Honor boards.
The
resolution
requests
a
discussion
with
Community
Standards to alter the structure of
Conduct and Honor Board and to
change the language in the Student
Handbook regarding Conduct and
Honor Boards.
When asked, President Kevin
Napier
said
Community
Standards is the board that reviews
language before it enters the Student
Handbook.
Currently, the change is believed
to be needed because too many
justices are required to serve in
Conduct or Honor Board hearings
and students have opted for
administrative hearings.
The proposed language:
“The Conduct & Integrity Board
is comprised of students selected
by an application process involving
student representatives from the
Student Government Association
and staff from the Office of Student
Conduct and Integrity. This Board
is supervised by the Office of
Student Conduct and Integrity.
The Conduct & Integrity Board
consists of five students (from a
pool of fifteen to twenty students
developed through the selection
process). One of the five students
will serve as chair of the hearing
board as a non-voting member,
except in cases of a tie, who
leads the hearings and facilitates
discussion among Board members.
This Board hears cases involving
violations of the Code of Conduct
Standards and Regulations and the
Honor Code of Conduct Standards
and Regulations. The Associate
Dean of Conduct & Integrity
has final approval authority over
the decisions of this Board. The
hearing advisors to the Conduct &
Integrity Board are appointed by
the Associate Dean of Conduct &
Integrity, subject to the approval
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of the Vice President for Student
Affairs.”
Treasurer Dustyn Hall moved to
fast track and approve the second
reading of the resolution in order
for SGA to vote on it quicker.
Executive Senator for Committee
Relations Joshua Darst said fast
tracking the resolution seemed like
a drastic step in a decision like this.
Napier responded, saying the
issue of Conduct Board and Honor
Board has been a discussion for
several years, and the resolution is
the best one SGA has been able to
decide on.
SGA voted by paper with 16 votes
in favor of approving the resolution,
eight votes not in favor and five
abstained votes. The resolution was
passed and the proposal will be
sent to the Community Standards
committee for review.
During the adviser’s report,
Michael Lennon, director of
environmental health and safety,
discussed voiced concerns from
students about fire marshal room
entry policies.
Lennon said there is a double
knocking procedure, meaning that
fire marshals have to knock twice
before entering rooms. According
to Lennon, fire marshals are also
to only inspect room while students
are on campus, not on breaks.
According to Lennon, there have
been more violations this year than
in the past and it’s hard to prioritize
marking items to notify residents
and getting fire marshals in and out
of rooms efficiently.
Lennon also said fire marshals
don’t technically have to give an
advanced notice, but do so out of
courtesy for Longwood residents.
Executive Director of Facilities
Management Angela Stimpson is
currently reviewing the procedure
for fire marshals.
The Men’s Club Lacrosse, Imprint
Praise Team and Photography
Association
organizations’
constitutions were approved.
The next SGA meeting will be
Tuesday, Feb. 27 in the Lankford
Student Union at 3:50 p.m.
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Students to begin enforcing parking
Employed by LUPD to increase parking enforcement
by Jesse Plichta-Kellar | News Staff | @JesseKellar
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The new parking enforcement unit will cover all parking lots on campus and in the Midtown Landings beginning in March.

A

new parking enforcement unit has
been created consisting of four
students, according to Longwood
University Police Department (LUPD) Chief
of Police Col. Robert "Bob" Beach.
These students are currently being trained to
enforce parking regulations on Longwood's
campus. These students will be e mployed by
LUPD, according to Beach.
“In conjunction with working with the
(Longwood) Real Estate Foundation, we have
been able to stand up a parking enforcement
unit," Beach said. “It’ll be made up of students
who will be employed by the university police
department.”
According to Beach, the hours will be
random but primarily during the daytime.
“They will be roaming the campus, random
hours, but generally Monday through Friday
from 8 (a.m.) to 5:30 (p.m.),” Beach said. “I
would hope that they start working around
the first of March.”
The
two
areas
with
the
most
violations, are visitor parking spaces and the
Midtown Square lot, according to Beach.
“One of the places they’ll be working is in
Midtown Square. There’s a two-hour parking
limit there for people to park,” Beach said.
“In addition to that, there’s a restriction for
students not to park there unless they’re
visiting one of the establishments there.”
According to Beach, there are a significant
number of violations with the visitor parking
spaces as well.

“What a lot of people don’t understand is
that we have on average a thousand people
visit the campus a week for all types of reasons
… Students have a tendency to select those
because they’re sometimes open and they’re
close to where they want to be, that’s one
of the more significant number of violations
that we have," said Beach.
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Four students are being trained by LUPD to regulate
parking violations around campus.

Beach said the parking enforcement unit
will be uniformed and have tools to help them
enforce parking.

“They will be appropriately outfitted in
a parking enforcement uniform,” Beach
said. “They will be given the appropriate
equipment to help us enforce the current and
continuing parking regulations on all
the campus properties.”
The parking enforcement unit will
mark tires and check parking decals the
same way officers currently do, according to
Beach.
Beach said the goal isn't to increase the
number of tickets written. He stated
parking tickets are generally about $50
and there have been no recent changes
to the pricing.
“This is not about trying to increase the
number of tickets that are written, it is
trying to encourage a voluntary compliance
to the parking laws,” Beach said. “Parking
regulations are here … to allow for the
consistent and appropriate environment
for students to be able to get to class, and
study and do those things.”
According to Beach, the team of four
students went through an application and
interview process before being selected and the
hope is to create more voluntary compliance
to regulations among students.
“The intent is having a visible team of
people doing this work, being consistent
in that process so that there’s a
consistency in that enforcement effort will
encourage people to comply with policies,”
Beach said.
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Not a “cookie cutter” hotel
$13 million hotel on track to open by graduation
by Christine Rindfleisch | News Editor | @its_rINDfleisch

The newly renovated Weyanoke Hotel will reopen for business before Longwood's Commencement in May.

O

riginally opening in 1924, The
Weyanoke Hotel has been renovated
to open in “mid to late March (and)
certainly by April” of 2018, according to John
Shideler, general manager of he Weyanoke.
The h otel w as formerly a partments t o
Longwood University students prior to its
closing in 2016, according to Shideler.
“What’s great about this project is that it’s
bringing something back to life,” said Shideler.
“The Weyanoke will really become a
destination hotel with great food on site
and easy access to the increasingly vibrant
downtown and being a neighbor to Longwood
and the energy of campus will be a real draw
for Farmville visitors,” Ross Fickenscher, coowner of The Weyanoke, said in a Longwood
news article.
The hotel has:
• 70 rooms
• Each floor has nine rooms
• Five different room layouts-queen,
double queen, king, junior suite, two
room suite
• Each room has own bathroom with walk
in shower
• Adjoining individual rooms
• Two elevators
• Valet parking for guests
The annex, the back end of the building
connected via glass breezeway, will allow for
each room to have a balcony and hardwood
floors while others in the front end hotel have
carpet, said Shideler.
Each room will have their directory on a
mini iPad, according to Shideler, to
differentiate the hotel from other chains.

“They get outdated and the hours of
operation change,” said Shideler referring to
directories in other hotels.
In addition to the hotel, the space will host
Sassafras, an upscale coffee and sandwich
shop, Effinghams, a coal-fire pizzeria
and Campanga, an Italian restaurant to
serve the Farmville area.
According to Shideler, these restaurants will
bring a new eatery experience to Farmville.
The lobby of the hotel will host a gift
shop where guests can buy items from the
Farmville area.
“We (The Weyanoke) are really utilizing
the community,” said Shideler.
The mugs in each room were made
by Mainly Clay and stamped with the
Weyanoke logo, the furniture was purchased
from Green Front Furniture and guests
can rent bikes provided by The Outdoor
Adventure Store, said Shideler.
Shideler emphasized the thought that was
put into the planning of the renovation
to accommodate all the needs of the guests.
Each room has a tv, differing in size
depending on the room, dimming lights,
closet lighting and automatic lighting in the
bathrooms.
The king floor plans also accomodate
for traveling couples, Shideler described
as a norm to the Farmville area.
Shideler noted that the “place to be” is the
rooftop bar, Catbird, that will have patio
furniture and a full wrap around bar.
“It’s not your typical cookie cutter hotel,”
said Shideler when comparing to other hotel
chains.

BR ANDON CHEUNG | THE ROTUNDA

The $13 million investment is for the
renovation itself.
“It’s a lot easier to knock the building down,”
said Shideler referring to costs.
The Weyanoke will add to Farmville’s hotel
community opening this year with Tru by
Hilton and The Holiday Inn Express and
Suites.
The Weyanoke is located at 202 High Street
Farmville, Va. 23901.

"What’s great
about this
project is that
it’s bringing
something
back to life."
John Shideler
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Broken stereotypes

“Black Panther” showcases African-American superhero
by Taiya Jarrett | A&E Staff | @ohsoootay

COURTESY OF NEW YORK TIMES

S

urpassing expectations by becoming
one of the highest-grossing films in
its opening week, “Black Panther” is
determined to showcase the importance of
non-stereotypical roles for African-Americans
on the big screen.
While the comic world of Marvel and DC
typically displayed a lack of diversity, “Black
Panther” has truly dismantled that narrative.
The well-received Marvel film centers around
the story of a black superhero and features
an almost entirely black cast, setting a new
standard for Hollywood.
While
representations
of
AfricanAmericans in Marvel films originally
occurred in the 1998 film, “Blade,” it didn’t

The film not only
exemplifies the rare
portrayal of AfricanAmericans in a way
that asserts their
blackness, but also
demands the proper
representation of its
people that seems to
be ignored.

necessarily celebrate black culture. “Black
Panther” intentionally sought to connect with
the strained relationship lingering between
African and African-American culture.
Avid movie goer and communication studies
freshman Aaron Barksdale said, “It was great,
the kid in me felt like I could do anything,
and anything is possible because in the movie
he (Chadwick Boseman) overcomes a lot of
obstacles.”
The film attempts to uphold the version of
a world where Africans attained technology,
wealth and an organized military more
advanced than their Western counterparts,
an image only represented in majority white
societies globally, beyond just Hollywood’s
screens. According to the Federal Reserve’s
official website, “The same patterns of
inequality in the distribution of wealth across
all families are also evident within race/
ethnicity groups.”
However, not only is there a lack of wealth
distribution, but inequality within racial groups
appears in the minimal range of representation
of
African-American
individuals
on
cinema. The constant redundancy of overly
stereotypical productions like those made by
director, actor and comedian Tyler Perry and
Mona Scott-Young’s TV series, “Love & HipHop” and, to an extent, even the countless
slavery films have portrayed the stereotypical
roles time and time again. Those narratives
have been pushed to the forefront, as if they
are the only roles African-American actors
and actresses can excel in.
Meanwhile, the catalyst film, “Black

Panther” serves as a pivotal moment for
the black culture as it embarks on the start
of showing African-Americans outside the
overly stereotypical productions polluting
the entertainment world. In an interview
with CBS News, “Black Panther” executive
producer Nate Moore said, “This kind of
representation is essential and hopes to create
a ripple effect.”
Now, contrary to what some may perceive,
“Black Panther” isn’t just another Marvel
movie, it’s much bigger than that. The film
not only exemplifies the rare portrayal of
African-Americans in a way that asserts
their blackness, but also demands the proper
representation of its people that seems to be
ignored.
Barksdale said, “It’s good that we do get a
chance to be in that spotlight, especially how
the movie is grossing, and becoming really
popular, it’s really tremendous and I’m glad to
see it happen, but I wish it would happen a bit
more.”
Aside from being bombarded by the masses
of the Captain Americas and Irons Mans, they
have certainly had their own benefits while
paving the way for Black Panther to obliterate
them in views and in quality. Barksdale said,
“It’s good to see a lead African American in
a movie, it’s been done and portrayed before,
so it’s good to have role models that look like
you.”
From the culture to the authentic wardrobe,
“Black Panther” sparked an ethnic celebration
as black people are finally being acknowledged
as the kings and queens that they are.
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Seeking the River’s Edge

Handcrafted accessories and decor from local artist
by Tabitha Calvin | Contributor | @longwoodrotunda

Diana Massey, owner for River’s Edge Boutique, prides herself on the local art and clothing she brings to her shop.

T

ucked away near the intersection of
West Third and Main Streets lays a
unique fairy tale of a boutique. The
colorful stained glass above the entrance
reflects the morning light and adds a
distinctive charm to this specialty shop.
The atmosphere inside River’s Edge Boutique
is harmonious and almost magical; the soft
music paired with the illuminated black
light geometric tapestries complements the
ambiance well. Beautiful jewelry handmade
by local artists showcased in the center of the
shop surrounded by sections adorned with
exclusive Chinese silks and finely detailed
apparel.
As I sat down with boutique owner Diana
Massey, I told her I felt nervous as she was
my first interview.
“That’s okay! We will get through
this
together,”
she
responded
enthusiastically. Her warm personality was as
inviting as the shop itself.
The building that River’s Edge Boutique
thrives in was the former location of Farmville’s
library in the 80s. The architecture of the
building itself adds to the unique appearance
of the shop.
Massey’s personal style softly echos in the
decor and clothing selections; it’s evident that
she herself created the main aesthetic of the
shop.
She is a local artist who creates intricate
stained glass art. The faux stained glass above
the entrance doors and embedded in the main
door itself were created by her.

“ I love doing it (stained glass art), it’s a lot of
fun and relaxing,” Massey chimed.
Almost all of the stained glass art she’s
created has sold out, and her remaining pieces
are displayed above the entrance. The pieces
in the store are extremely diverse; everything
from coin scarves to silk slip dresses are
displayed.
“Most of the places I buy the clothes from are
in California and New York or other countries.
I have Harem pants from Thailand, wrap
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Items in the store range from jewelry crafted by local
artists to accessories from abroad. The boutique also
orders pieces from California and New York City.
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skirts and handbags that came from India and
Chinese silk tapestries,” said Massey. “I just
like to bring something different to Farmville,
things that you can’t just walk into Walmart
and find.”
River’s Edge definitely o ffers a more exotic
touch than what Walmart can muster. While
the selections are extremely unique, there
is something on the racks and shelves for
everyone to fall in love with (I couldn’t help
myself to a pair of beautiful flower encased
earrings).
Massey is a Longwood alumna who truly
understands the struggle of having a
small space to call your own.
“I sell current things that you can’t get
anywhere else in Farmville. I want to give
the students something that wasn’t mass
produced,” she said.
Not only are the products unmatched, they
are also easy to purchase. River’s Edge was
the first retail store without a food element to
accept Lancer Cash.
Longwood and Farmville locals from young
children to college students to older women
can easily become mystified with the store
itself. River’s Edge Boutique has a magical
atmosphere and unique aesthetic.
I will be returning to purchase more
exclusive handmade accessories. If you desire
exclusive apparel and jewelry or simply want
to adventure into a tasteful shop, seeking
River’s Edge is the perfect solution.
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Movie reviews by Jacob DiLandro | A&E Staff | @spongejay1
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C

omedy is a genre built on laughs,
obviously, but it can’t just have jokes.
A comedy film still must be a film,
with work put into areas other than just jokes,
because then if the jokes fall flat, at least there
is a story or visual enjoyment to be had.
Recently, most mainstream comedies (“The
House,” “We’re the Millers,” “Tammy,”
“Snatched,” “Hot Pursuit,” “Daddy’s Home
2”) seem to have just forgotten how to make a
genuinely enjoyable comedy.
However, in what very well may be the
surprise of the year, the directors, John
Francis Daley and Jonathan Goldstein, of the
abysmal “Vacation” reboot in 2015 and the
writer, Mark Perez, of “The Country Bears”
and “Herbie Fully Loaded” have brought an
unexpected gem to the big screen in the form
of “Game Night.”
Jason Bateman and Rachel McAdams play
an overcompetitive married couple and their
chemistry goes beyond just working well
together into sheer adorability. McAdams
especially deserves credit, as she manages
to keep her doting wife character from ever
becoming a clichéd mess.
The entire cast is excellent, and no one feels
wasted. From Lamorne Morris
and Kylie Bunbury as
a loving but bickering

married couple, to Billy Magnussen as the
idiot friend, everyone feels like they have a
legitimate place in the story.
The film’s stand out though is Jesse Plemons,
most well-known for his role in Breaking
Bad as Todd. His creepy next door neighbor
is never insulted or made fun of, but he still
manages to be amusingly creepy in just the
right ways, leaving an impression of weird
warmth on the audience.
Spoilers will be avoided in this review, which
is an unexpected thing to have to say for a
film that bills itself as a broad comedy. “Game
Night” has a surprising amount of twists, and
takes its story seriously, despite it still being
fairly predictable.
However, it’s in the smaller moments
between each of the film’s three couples
where narrative takes hold. Screenwriter
Mark Perez gives each couple legitimate arcs,
and while they may not all play into the film’s
overarching plot, they’re still funny and well
written enough to be enjoyable.
Even with its darkness, “Game Night” also
manages to avoid being mean-spirited. So
many comedies nowadays simply resort to
insult comedy for their entire film, and the
fact that “Game Night” has characters that
legitimately care about each other makes
it stand out from the typical Hollywood
fair.
This, coupled with the movie’s dark
humor gives everything a sort of
wholesome crudeness, where things are
said and done due to the situations being
dire, and not the people being jerks.
What Daley and Goldstein have
created here is a spoof of film’s like
David Fincher’s “The Game.”
However, they go beyond
parodying it in a storytelling
sense, by using camera tricks
and legitimate filmmaking
techniques to bring the bizarre

nature of this story to life.
Overhead shots of scenes are lit and angled to
look like pieces of a diorama or a board game,
the camera will often hold focus on cars and
people allowing for visually engaging shots,
and there’s even a simple shot of a locked
door being forced open that feels right out of
an HBO thriller. One scene midway through
the film even uses an unbroken take in a way
that’s just downright clever.
Even the musical score, from composer
Cliff Martinez (“Drive,” “Sex, Lies, and
Videotape”) feels as though its being created
for a legitimate thriller film, and adds to the
film’s atmosphere. It gives the feeling that,
despite being a spoof, the filmmakers realized
that putting effort into the filmmaking would
make everything funnier and more engaging.
That’s the biggest takeaway from this film.
As opposed to most Hollywood comedies that
seem to be filmed on a backlot with as little
money as possible to maximize profits, “Game
Night” feels as though legitimate effort and
budget went into its production. It feels like
an obvious thing to point out, but it helps to
sell the film even more.
Daley and Goldstein have brought what
is, in story, a basic screwball comedy, where
things are elevated to their extremes and must
be solved by “average” people. However, due
to the sheer amount of effort put into the film;
in its characters, dialogue, cinematography,
and atmosphere, it manages to feel incredibly
satisfying in the end.
For once, a Hollywood comedy has come
along that is just pure, guilt-free fun. No
conceits need to be made for poor acting,
writing, or anything. “Game Night” isn’t
anything remarkably new, but because of the
filmmaker’s efforts, it manages to be a night
worth rolling the dice on.
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POOLE: NRA should fear the Parkland kids
by Rachael Poole | Opinions Asst. Editor | @rapoole17

COURTESY OF GETTY IMAGES

On Feb. 19 in Washington D.C., demonstrators hold signs during a “lie-in” supporting gun control reform near the White House.

T

he aftermath of the Marjory
Stoneman Douglas High School
shooting in Parkland, Florida has
been nothing but a push for change. Survivors
of the shooting have come together and
started a movement called “Never Again” to
push for stricter gun control laws.
After the Parkland shooting, students turned
their anguish into activism and have been
calling out politicians for not doing anything
about gun violence.
President Donald Trump’s speech after
the shooting provided no resolution or
proposition to the matter, only giving the
Parkland kids more inspiration to fight for
a change. On Twitter, Trump blamed the
Russia investigation for diverting the FBI’s
attention away from the report on the shooter,
Nikolas Cruz.
Trump then went on to give his
condolences, without proposing anything,
after taking 24 hours to recognize the
massacre.
Since the shooting, students such as
Emma Gonzalez and David Hogg have
been labelled by the right-wing media as
“crisis actors.” Right-wingers have decided
that these students are merely just puppets
from the Democratic party to push the
left-wing agenda.
Imagine watching 14 of your classmates
and three of your faculty get shot and
killed. Imagine living in terror as you hide in
an auditorium for hours, not knowing if
you’re going to be able to see your family
again.
Now, imagine going through that, using
your experiences to push for change and
then being called a crisis actor.
Gonzalez and Hogg, as well as other
survivors using their voices to speak
out against gun violence, have taken the
accusations as a mere joke and now use
them to their advantage. The kids' resilience
and persistence are why the National Rifle
Association (NRA) should be afraid of them.

The NRA is rich and powerful - it
spent more than $30 million to support
Trump’s 2016 campaign, according to
the Center for Responsive Politics.
The NRA also gave $27 million in
support to 50 senators who voted against
required universal background checks for
firearms purchases.
Even with all of its power and wealth,
the Parkland kids and their supporters are
convinced that this will be the time the
U.S. sees change regarding gun control.
These kids should be feared because
they’ve already been through hell - they
know what they want and they’re willing
to pay the price to get there.
Gonzalez gave an eloquent, passionate
speech to a crowd of students on Saturday,
Feb. 17 that gave hope to those who want
change. The crowd chanted, “We call BS” as
Gonzalez went on to talk about how the
manipulation of the government has to
come to a stop:
“Politicians who sit in their gilded House
and Senate seats funded by the NRA
telling us nothing could have been done to
prevent this, we call BS. They say tougher
guns laws do not decrease gun violence.
We call BS. … They say no laws could
have prevented the hundreds of senseless
tragedies that have occurred. We call BS.
That us kids don’t know what we’re talking
about, that we’re too young to understand
how the government works. We call BS.”
Her speech was made in the presence of
raw anger, and she became the voice that
hasn’t been present in our country for
almost two decades.
Hogg had a memorable moment when he
looked into the camera and said, “We are
the children. You guys are the adults. Work
together, come over your politics and get

something done.”
He expressed his classmates had to die
because adults failed to come together and
act on the violence that hasn’t stopped.
The youth understand urgency in a way that
adults couldn’t. The Black Lives Matter
(BLM) movement gained momentum due to
teenagers taking to social media and young
people are the ones who toppled
dictatorships in Egypt and Tunisia. This
shows that young people are, and have been,
at the forefront of change.
It will be hard for an NRA spokesperson to
dismiss anything the Parkland kids say
because they were personally affected by
the shooting. They have a higher moral
credibility just for being able to push for
policy changes.
The use of social media has been a
prevalent factor in the new Never Again
movement, created to help them keep the
issue of gun control in the media since the
shooting happened.
Through social media, they’ve started their
own movement, given press conferences
and even planned a nationwide protest,
March for Our Lives that will take place
on March 24.
The Parkland kids have been an outlier
when it comes to the responses after school
shootings. Dave Cullen, a journalist and
author of the book “Columbine,” said in
the 19 years he’s been writing about mass
shootings he’s never seen a phenomenon
like the Parkland students.
These kids should be feared by the NRA
because they’ve made it clear that nothing is
going to stop them. As people who have
already seen the worst happen, they know
what they’re up against and know exactly
how to fight.
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Building “synergy”
Kathy Riley named special adviser to the
director of athletics
by Patrick Sanderson | Sports Editor | @psanderson20

MEN’S BASKETBALL
Sunday, Feb. 18
@ Winthrop L 64-79

Thursday, Feb. 22
@ High Point

L 56-75

Saturday, Feb. 24
vs. Radford

L 47-70

Tuesday, Feb. 27
@ High Point 7 p.m.

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Saturday, Feb. 17
vs. Campbell W 57-50

Tuesday, Feb. 20
@ Radford L 39-81

Saturday, Feb. 24
vs. UNC Asheville

W 67-54

Tuesday, Feb. 27
@ Liberty

7 p.m.

L

ongwood Director of Athletics Troy
Austin officially named Kathy Riley as
the special adviser to director of athletics
on Wednesday, Feb. 7. Riley was appointed to
the position in December 2017, but was not
publicly recognized until earlier this month.
Austin praised Riley for her success in her
ongoing 21-year career as the Longwood
softball head coach, saying she was undoubtedly
the right candidate for the position.
“(Kathy) is unquestionably the most respected
coach, she’s one of the senior coaches, and
she’s earned it,” Austin said. “She’s earned the
responsibility given her success, and not just her
success, but the way she’s gone about building a
culture for softball.”
Austin noted the special adviser role is an
advisory role with no timetable, and is not a
full-time position.
As the special adviser to the director of
athletics, Riley will aid Austin as well as the
athletics administration, in hopes of advancing
the student-athlete experience, fundraising
and establishing synergy between the athletics
administration and coaches, according to
Austin.
However, he emphasized Riley’s primary focus
is guiding her softball program this spring.
Austin divided the athletics department into
three groups: the administration, the coaches
and the student-athletes. By filling Riley into a
position to help advise himself, as well as the
administration, he believes there will be a better
information flow between the three groups.
“Coaches view the world pretty specifically
through their lens, and through the studentathlete’s lens,” Austin said. “There’s a natural
separation
because
the
administration
is not heavily

involved with what’s happening between those
two main factions. Now having this coach
who has some administrative responsibilities, I
believe it will fill in an information gap.”
Austin said Riley’s experience in working with
student-athletes at Longwood will not only
benefit himself, but will benefit the people who
work with fundraising and academic success.
Within her role, Riley will fulfill the goal
of stronger communication and transparency
within the department. Austin believes this role
will help in obtaining the department’s future
aspirations.
“The desired outcome is enhancing the
probability of achieving our strategic plan,”
he said. “(Riley) gives me insights of hitting
the measures within fundraising, hitting the
measures within retention in graduation and
within national marketing.”
The athletics strategic plan, implemented in
2015, states their guidelines and priorities for
the athletic department through the 2019-20
season. According to the plan, priorities include
a winning culture, alumni involvement and
seeing student-athletes graduate with awards.
Their mission statement reads, “The mission
of the Longwood University Athletics
Department is to build school pride and amplify
the great story of Longwood University. We are
committed to empowering people to reach their
potential and intellectual pursuits, in athletic
competition and in community outreach to
serve as citizen-leaders.”
Austin ultimately hopes to verge upon
on the goals of the strategic plan’s mission
statement and make
better decisions as a
department by
implementing Riley
into
her
new role.
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Head coach Kathy Riley gave the softball team some words of encouragement before their weekend tournament at
University of North Carolina-Wilmington from Feb. 23-25.
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lancers show potential
in tough opening series

The Longwood baseball team started their season 2-4 after dropping their first three games at Auburn University.

C O U R T E S Y O F L O N G W O O D AT H L E T I C S

by Kurt Martin | Sports Staff | @IamKurt14

L

ongwood baseball opened up
their 2018 campaign this past
weekend in a three-game road
series against Southeastern Conference
powerhouse Auburn Tigers, to which the
team lost all three games. The Lancers
were only able to score one run off of 13
hits in the series and were outscored 34-1.
With facing a high level opponent
comes great difficulty and pressure,
which head coach Ryan Mau thought
the team handled well.
“I thought the guys did a great job. I
thought we came out and played a really
competitive game on Friday, obviously
Saturday got away from us in a hurry and
wasn’t the showing we wanted, and I was
really interested in how we would respond
on Sunday. Then the guys came out and
competed really hard and we were in that
game,” he said.
The Lancers lost by a score of 6-0 in
the opening day game with junior Casey
Mize from Auburn taking the win and
junior Steven Farkas of Longwood taking
the loss.
On Saturday, Auburn’s bats came alive
early and often throughout the game and
the Lancers again fell behind early and
trailed the Tigers by five runs after the
first inning and eventually lost 25-1.
In the final game of the series on
Sunday, the Lancers played a very
competitive game which ended in a 3-0
defeat. The Lancers bullpen played a key
role in keeping the game close in the later
innings while their offense equaled the
amount of hits from Friday’s game with
five.
“That’s a really good baseball team there.
In my 15-plus years of coaching, I have
never seen a starting pitching staff have
power arms like that who you face three
days in a row throwing 94-96 miles per
hour. Its stuff you see on TV,” said Mau.

In the series the Lancers only
committed one error compared to last
season’s opening series in which the team
committed five.
“To only have one error in three games
was an outstanding job by us defensively,”
said Mau. “If we can build off of that and
keep that momentum going we will be in
a lot of ball-games especially if we pitch
like we did on Friday and Sunday.”
The Lancers have different players in
different positions this season which
will look to sure up the defensive errors
from last season, including sophomore
infielder Nate Blakeney moving from
second base to third, sophomore shortstop
Antwaun Tucker moving from left field
to shortstop, redshirt junior outfielder
Jawan Mcallister moving to left field and
redshirt senior catcher Mac McCafferty
brings senior experience behind the plate.
Mau said he addresses a few batters
in every upcoming opponent’s lineup in
order to prevent them from coming up
with a big at-bat with the game on the
line.
“We will put our guys on notice in those
situations and tell them that we have to
be sharp in those certain situations. We
cannot make mistakes to those guys
especially, and force the other hitters to
try to string things together and beat us
that way,” he said.
The keys to success for the Lancers this
weekend will be playing solid defense,
challenging the strike zone, cutting
down on walks and offensively playing
well against the same caliber of team,
according to Mau.
The Lancers will have an opportunity
to capitalize on their momentum as they
take on the Niagara Purple Eagles in a
three-game home series beginning this
Friday, Feb. 23 at 4 p.m.

C O U R T E S Y O F L O N G W O O D AT H L E T I C S

Redshirt junior outfielder Jawan McAllister ready to play after
sitting out 2017 due to NCAA transfer rules.
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$7.00 LARGE 1 TOPPING PIZZA
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